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Now, in response to huge demand, this latest addition to my magical Course in Manifesting series

turns to the subject of money. In Becoming Rich, you'll not only learn the precise details of how you

can use magic to transform your entire financial world and start bringing money flowing to you.

You'll also have the chance of winning a sizeable donation to your chosen favorite charity. So, why

magic? Only a few years ago, I lived in a tiny flat, working 12 hours a day in a factory for minimum

wage. Today, I live in a beautiful home by the sea, often earning more in one month than I used to

in an entire year. In this book, you will discover the steps that enabled me to turn my financial life

around in this amazing, life-changing way. The change in my financial circumstances was so

dramatic, it makes more sense to describe it as involving magic than anything else. And when

money starts to come tumbling your way in a manner that goes far beyond mere coincidence and

luck, you will no longer doubt that magic exists.
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I am highly excited about the new book by Genevieve Davis. The book gives something that I could

not find in any book on the LoA including my favourite books written by Richard Dotts. The book

gives you ability to generate feelings of being wealthy without _any_ visualization.The plan is

simple. Special allocation of income makes you:1. Feel wealthy because you have considerable

amounts of money.2. Feel wealthy because you have to spend some money to pamper yourself.3.

Feel wealthy because you change "I can't afford it" statement to "I can afford it next month" or so.4.



Feel wealthy because you have money for unexpected bills.5. Get rid of guilt of being wealthy

because this helps others.I absolutely believe that following this plan will make you feel wealthy

without any extra effort. And it is so easy to implement.I've already set up 5 accounts and ready to

fill them with my next income. I'm going to update this review on December 20, 2015 or when I

receive extra $15k, whatever happens first.By the way, I liked pragmatic approach to LoA of the

author. She states that LoA will most probably not give you money without any cause, but from

some hidden cause, which could become reality and could not, for example extra good paying

client. You have to do something to earn money, but without your feelings you would not get that

client at all. And I witnessed such working of feelings this way several times.12/20/2015

update.Summary. I'm not rich yet, but in much better situation financially than I was half year

ago.Details. I quit my day job 05/31/2015 with intention to be a coach. Not a life coach, but in very

specific high tech computer science niche.

I really love all of GD's books. But this one really left me a little underwhelmed. She has lots of

practical advice disseminated from things we find to be "too woo to be true" and much of it is

applicable. But this book? Well, she basically tells you to become a better money manager, and a

stronger steward of your finances. This is something I have been doing over the past few months,

especially since I've experienced quite a few "feast or famine" situations. However, I would suggest

you invest in the following books to strengthen your spiritual/practical understanding of creating,

attracting, and experiencing an influx of money and a feeling of abundance:- Get Rich Lucky Bitch

by Denise Duffield-Thomas- Creating Money by Sanaya Roman and Dwayne Packer- Money: A

Love Story by Kate Northup- The Energy of Money by Maria NemethIf you want to increase the

vibes for abundance and receiving what you want, and strong mindset shifts, check out:- The Power

of Receiving- Ask and It is Given- The Big LeapWhile GD's advice is practical - and some of us

definitely need to consider partitioning our finances in the manner she suggests to kickstart the

experience and "be" in the vibe of financial comfort, I truly believe there are subconscious and

underlying actions, beliefs, and attitudes that must be addressed -and they require much more of us

than to simply open more bank accounts. What about creating more streams of income? What

about deliberately examining the thoughts we have about whether or not we are abundant? What

about blocks in our behavior (besides egregious spending and lack of budgeting) that hold us back?
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